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Abstract
Virtual channels have been proposed to develop deadlock free routing algorithms and to overcome the performance degradation
due to chains of blocked messages in wormhole switched networks. Hence, capturing the effect of virtual channels has always been
an important issue in developing analytical performance models for these interconnection networks. Almost all previous models
relayed on a method proposed by Dally to compute the probability of the number of busy virtual channels per physical channel.
Dally’s method is based on a Markov chain and after extensive investigation our results reveal that its accuracy degrades as traffic
increases. In this study we propose and validate a new general method to compute this probability. The new general method is
based on an M/G/1 queue and it exhibits a good degree of accuracy at different traffic conditions. We further showed that Dally’s
method can be deduced as a special case of the general method. Predictions from both, Dally’s method and the new general method
are validated against results obtained from an event-driven simulator that mimics the behaviour of wormhole-switch networks.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Wormhole switching [8] has become the dominating switching technique used in contemporary multicomputers
and more recently in clusters [9] and system area networks [16]. This is because it requires minimum buffer space and
it makes message latency almost independent of the message distance in absence of blocking. In wormhole switching,
a message is broken into flits (few bytes each) for transmission and flow control. The header flit (contains the routing
information) governs the route and the remaining data flits follow in a pipelined fashion. If the header flit is blocked,
the data flits are blocked in situ.
As network traffic increase, messages may experience large delay to cross the network due to chains of blocked
channels. To reduce the blocking delay, the flit buffers associated with a given physical channel are organised into
several virtual channels [3], each representing a “logical” channel with its own buffer and flow control logic. Virtual
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1034 N. Alzeidi et al. / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 74 (2008) 1033–1042Fig. 1. (a) Message B is blocked behind message A, while physical channels remain idle. (b) Virtual channels provide additional buffers allowing
message B to pass blocked message A.
channels are allocated independently to different messages and compete with each other for the physical bandwidth
in a time multiplexed manner. This de-coupling allows messages to bypass each other in the event of blocking, using
network bandwidth that would otherwise be wasted. Adding virtual channels to wormhole-switched networks greatly
improves the performance because they reduce blocking by acting as “bypass” lanes for non-blocked messages. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the use of virtual channels as bypass lanes.
The concept of virtual channels has also been exploited to develop deadlock-free routing algorithms [4]. A routing
algorithm specifies how a message selects its network path. Dealing with deadlock situations, that is when no mes-
sage can advance towards its destination due to blocked channels, is a critical requirement for any routing algorithm.
Deterministic routing [8] has been widely deployed in existing multicomputers because it is simple to implement and
requires minimum number of virtual channels [10,19,20]. However, messages with the same source and destination
addresses always follow the same path. As a result, they cannot take advantage of the alternative paths that a topology
may provide to reduce latency and avoid faulty links. In contrast, many adaptive routing algorithms have been pro-
posed where messages can use any of the available alternative paths between a given pair of nods to advance towards
their destinations [6,7].
Finding the probability distribution of the number of busy virtual channels per physical channel has always been
a critical issue in all analytical models that were developed to assess the performance of interconnection networks
that employ several virtual channels per physical channel. Previous studies reveal that adding virtual channels greatly
improves the performance and reduces the blocking delay. Hence, it is of a significant importance for any analytical
model to accurately calculate the probability distribution of the number of busy virtual channels per physical channel.
Many analytical models have been proposed to evaluate the performance of wormhole networks [2,11,13,14,21–23].
Almost all of these models have used a method proposed by Dally [3] to calculate the probability distribution of the
number of busy virtual channels. The method proposed by Dally is based on a Markov process and although it is
useful in some cases, it loses its accuracy as network traffic increases. The authors in [12] have proposed to modify
Dally’s Markov chain to incorporate message arrivals with timing constraints.
In this paper we reinvestigate Dally’s method and study its accuracy under deferent traffic conditions. We also
propose a new general method for calculating the probability distribution of the number of busy virtual channels
based on an M/G/1 queuing system. The new method can easily be tailored for different traffic conditions by simply
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derived as a special case from our new general method. To conclude this section we now define some variables that
are necessary for the rest of the paper.
(1) Each physical channel is divided into V virtual channels.
(2) The mean traffic received by each physical channel is λc messages per cycle.
(3) The mean service time for each message is S¯ cycles.
(4) We will refer to Dally’s probability distribution of the number of busy virtual channels per physical channel
as {P Dallyv ; 0  v  V }. Similarly we will refer to our new general version of the probability distribution as
{P Generalv ; 0 v  V }.
(5) The probability distribution of the number of customers in an M/G/1 queuing system at an arbitrary time will be
referred to as {πM/G/1i ; i = 0,1,2, . . .}.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines Dally’s method of calculating the probability of the
number of busy virtual channels per physical channel and shows its relation to the M/M/1 queuing system. Section 3
is devoted to the development of the new general method. In Section 4 we present some solutions and approximations
to the proposed method while in Section 5 we validate the new method and compare it to Dally’s method. Complexity
analysis of the new method is then presented in Section 6 and, finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Dally’s method
Dally determined {P Dallyv ; 0  v  V } using a Markov process [3], shown in Fig. 2. State v corresponds to v
virtual channels being busy. The transition rate out of state v to state v+1 is λc, while the rate out of state v to
state v−1 is 1/S¯. The transition rate out of the last state is reduced by λc to account for the arrival of messages while
a channel is in this state. Solving this model for the steady state probabilities gives [3]
P
Dally
v =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
1∑V
v=0 qv
, v = 0,
P
Dally
v−1 λcS¯, 0 < v < V,
P
Dally
v−1
λc
1/S¯−λc , v = V.
(1)
In the above equation, qv is given by
qv =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, v = 0,
qv−1λcS¯, 0 < v < V,
qv−1 λc1/S¯−λc , v = V.
(2)
We now present the following lemma.
Lemma. The probability distribution {P Dallyv ; 0 v  V } of the number of busy virtual channels per physical channel
as calculated by Dally in [3] is exactly the same as the probability distribution of the number of customers in an M/M/1
queuing system.
Proof. Rewriting Eq. (2) yields the following
Fig. 2. Markov process for virtual channel occupancy.
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Dally
0 =
1∑V
v=0 qv
= 1
q0 + λcSq0 + · · · + (λcS)v−1q0 + (λcS)v−1q0 λc1/S−λc
= 1
1 + λcS + · · · + (λcS)v−1 + (λcS)v1−λcS
= 1
1−(λcS)v
1−λcS +
(λcS)v
1−λcS
= 1 − λcS.
We then can write
P
Dally
v =
{
P0(λcS¯)v, 0 v < V,
(1 − λcS¯)(λcS¯)v−1 λc1/S¯−λc , v = V.
(3)
After some manipulation of the above equations, {P Dallyv ; 0 v  V } can be rewritten as
P
Dally
v =
{
(1 − λcS)(λcS)v, 0 v < V,
(λcS)
V , v = V. (4)
This is exactly the probability distribution of the number of customers in an M/M/1 queuing system; see for example
[15,18]. This proofs the lemma. 
By virtue of the above lemma, Dally’s method of calculating the probability distribution of the number of busy
virtual channels per physical channel, {P Dallyv ; 0  v  V } is now reduced to the calculation of the probability dis-
tribution of the number of customers in an M/M/1 queuing system. This approach is accurate under low traffic where
the performance measures of an M/M/1 queue do not deviate too much compared to other queues and the service time
is nearly exponential. However, as the traffic increases the blocking nature of the wormhole-switched networks inter-
rupts the service time at each switch and the service becomes more general rather than exponential as in the M/M/1
queuing system. As will be shown in Section 5, this contributes to the accuracy degradation of the accuracy of the
analytical models that are based on Dally’s method under moderate and high traffic.
3. A new general method
In view of the above observations, we propose to calculate {P Generalv ; 0 v  V } as the probability of the number
of customers in an M/G/1 queue, {πM/G/1i ; i = 0,1,2, . . .}. The mean arrival rate is exponentially distributed with
mean λc messages per cycle and the service time is the channel holding time which is assumed to be general. This
gives us the freedom to either assume well-known service time distributions or to approximate it using approximation
methods consequently making the model flexible to be adapted to different traffic conditions and hence giving more
accurate results.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, when there are v customers in the system this corresponds to v virtual channels being
requested. The probability that v virtual channels are busy, when 0 v  V − 1, is the probability of v customers in
the system, i.e. P Generalv = πM/G/1v . However, the probability that all virtual channels are busy is the summation of the
probabilities of v customers being in the system where V  v < ∞ i.e. P GeneralV =
∑∞
i=V πi . In other words, P Generalv
is equal to the tail of the probability distribution {πM/G/1i ; i = 0,1,2, . . .} of the number of customers in the M/G/1
queuing system at arbitrary time. This is to account for all the new requests for virtual channels when all the virtual
channels are occupied. To summarise we can write
P Generalv =
{
π
M/G/1
v , 0 v  V − 1,∑∞
i=V π
M/G/1
i , v = V.
(5)
Fig. 3. (a) Three busy virtual channels correspond to (b), three customers in the M/G/1 queuing system: two in the queue and one being serviced.
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obtained by inverting the probability generation function of the queue length of the M/G/1 queue which is given by
[15,18]
GN(z) = (1 − λcS¯)(1 − z)
S∗(λc(1 − z)) − zS
∗(λc(1 − z)), (6)
where S∗(.) is the Laplace transform of the service time distribution.
In the first instance some important observations from the above equation can be realised. First, the initial value
property of generating functions [15,18] and by setting z = 0 shows that the probability that the system is idle is
given by 1 − λcS¯. Moreover, the complete summation property of the probability generation functions implies that
GN(1) = 1. However, since the numerator of Eq. (6) has the factor of (1− z), this implies that the denominator should
have this factor to avoid ambiguity of this equation at z = 1. The important thing about Eq. (6) is that inverting it
yields an expression for {πM/G/1i ; i = 0,1,2, . . .} which consequently gives the number of virtual channels being
requested.
We now show how Dally’s method can be derived from our general method. This will give an example of the
methods used to invert the z-transform presented in Eq. (6). As we have proven in the above lemma, Dally’s method
is actually identical to finding the probability distribution of the number of customers in an M/M/1 queue. Hence, the
Laplace transform of the service time, which is exponentially distributed with parameter, 1/S¯ is given by
S∗(s) = 1/S¯
s + 1/S¯ . (7)
And hence
S∗
(
λc(1 − z)
)= 1/S¯
λc(1 − z) + 1/S¯
= 1
λcS¯(1 − z) + 1
. (8)
Substituting this into Eq. (6) and simplifying yields
GN(z) = 1 − λcS1 − λcSz
= (1 − λcS)
(
1 + (λcSz) + (λcSz)2 + · · ·
)= (1 − λcS) ∞∑
i=0
(λcS)
izi . (9)
It is noteworthy that the common factor (1 − z) in the numerator and the denominator of the above equation has
been removed in order to avoid undefined situation in the equation when z = 1. By inverting the above equation the
probability distribution {πM/M/1i ; i = 0,1,2, . . .} of the number of customers in the M/M/1 queuing system can be
written as
π
M/M/1
i = (1 − λcS¯)(λcS¯)i , i = 0,1,2, . . . . (10)
Now the probability distribution {P Generalv ; 0 v  V } of the number of busy virtual channels is obtained by substi-
tuting Eq. (10) into Eq. (5). Hence, after simplification, we can write
P
Dally
v =
{
(1 − λcS)(λcS)v, 0 v < V,
(λcS)
V , v = V. (11)
This is exactly the equation that has been derived by Dally in [3] and we derived it from Eq. (5). It is important to
mention that as long as the Laplace transform of the service time distribution is available we can use any method
of inverting the z-transform such as Complex Variable, Long Division, Partial Fraction or Power Series Expansion
Methods [1] to invert Eq. (6). However, if the resulting z-transform is hard to invert, then we can use algorithmic
approach to numerically invert the transform.
It should be mentioned here that the proposed method can be incorporated into any analytical model that needs to
study the effects of virtual channel multiplexing. Namely, the proposed method can be integrated with model for adap-
tive, deterministic and deadlock-recovery routing algorithms. It is also possible to adapt it to model different traffic
patterns like hot spot and self similar traffic. This is simply because the new method does not make any assumptions
about other parameters considered in the development of the analytical model.
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As mentioned above, it is not always possible to obtain a closed-form inversion of the z-transform in Eq. (6).
The queue length distribution, nevertheless, can be determined algorithmically (not as a closed form formula) quite
straightforwardly. In this section we propose a numerical approximation for inverting the z-transform in Eq. (6).
Figure 4 shows the state diagram of the number of requested virtual channels where πv corresponds to v virtual
channels being busy and ki corresponds to i new requests during the service time of the current messages. Let Lk+1
be the number of new requests during the service time of customer k + 1. The queue length immediately after the
departure epochs of kth customer (i.e. after a virtual channel becomes free) is given by [15]
Nk+1 =
{
Lk+1, Nk = 0,
Lk+1 + Nk − 1, Nk  1. (12)
Let ki = Pr[L = i] be the probability that there are i new requests during the service time of a customer and fs(x)
be the probability distribution function of this service time (pdf ). According to the law of the total probability, we
have [15]
ki =
∞∫
0
Pr[L = i/S = x]fS(x) dx =
∞∫
0
(λcx)
i
i! e
−λcxfS(x) dx i = 0,1,2, . . . . (13)
When the arrival intensity λc and the pdf of the service time fs(x) are given, then the probabilities ki can be calculated,
at least numerically. We proceed as follows. The transition probability from state i (πi) to state j (πj ) is defined as the
probability that the number in the system, at departure epochs, is equal to j (state πj ) given that there are i customers
in the system (state πi ) for all i, j  0. These transition probabilities are given by
pij = Pr[Nk+1 = j/Nk = i] =
{Pr[L = j − i + 1] = kj−i+1, i  1,
Pr[L = j − i] = kj−i , i = 0. (14)
The global balance equations (when the system is in the steady state) yield the following recursion that can be solved
for πi recursively starting from the known value π0 = 1 − λcS,
k0π1 = (k1 + k2 + · · ·)π0,
k0π2 = (k2 + k3 + · · ·)π0 + (k2 + k3 + · · ·)π1,
k0π3 = (k3 + k4 + · · ·)π0 + (k3 + k4 + · · ·)π1 + (k3 + k4 + · · ·)π2,
k0πi = (ki + ki+1 + · · ·)π0 + (ki + ki+1 + · · ·)π1 + · · · + (ki + ki+1 + · · ·)πi−1. (15)
Let ai = ki+1 + ki+2 + · · · = Pr[L > i], which denotes the probability that during the service time there are at least
(i + 1) requests. Hence we can write k0 = 1 − (k1 + k2 + · · ·) = 1 − a0. In terms of this, the general recursion step
can be written as
πi = 1
k0
(
ai−1π0 +
i−1∑
j=1
ai−1πj
)
. (16)
Fig. 4. The state diagram of the number of requested virtual channel.
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There have been many analytical models in the literature that employed Dally’s method to calculate the distribution
of the number of busy virtual channels. In [21], Ould-Khaoua presented an accurate analytical model for Duato’s fully
adaptive routing algorithm [6] and employed the Dally’s method [3] for virtual channel multiplexing. For the purpose
of verification and comparison, in this section, we will amend the model presented in [21] with our new approach and
compare it with Dally’s method. The implementations of both models are identical for both methods except for the
calculation of the probability of busy virtual channels. This is to make sure that the differences are due to the different
methods of calculating the distribution of the number of busy virtual channels. Furthermore, we will keep the same
assumptions as in [21], which are outlined bellow for the purpose of completeness:
• Message destinations are uniformly distributed across the network nodes and nodes generate traffic independently
of each other according to a Poisson process with mean of λg .
• Message length is fixed at M flits, each of which requires one-cycle to be transmitted from one router to another.
Moreover, messages are long enough to span from source to destination. It should be mentioned that, experiment
have been conducted for different message sizes and similar trends were observed. However, we anticipate that
the model predictions might be affected if the message size is exponentially or generally distributed. Nonetheless,
we opt to the fixed message size assumption for two reasons. First, to compare our results with those made earlier
in Daly’s method [3]. Second, the present analysis can form a base line for further investigations and comparisons.
• The local queue at the injection channel in the source node has infinite capacity and messages at the destination
node are instantly transferred to the local PE as soon as they arrive.
• V (V > 2) virtual channels are used per physical channel. In Duato’s routing algorithm [6], class a contains
(V − 2) virtual channels, which are crossed adaptively, and class b contains two virtual channels, which are
crossed deterministically (e.g. in an increasing order of dimensions). Let the channels in class a and b called
adaptive and deterministic virtual channels respectively. When there is more than one adaptive virtual channel
available, a message chooses one at random.
The model developed in [21] originally calculates the probability of busy virtual channels based on Dally’s method
by using Eqs. (1) and (2). In this comparison, we use the new general method to calculate this probability by Eq. (5).
The new model and Dally’s model are both plotted against results obtained from an event-driven simulator that mimics
the behaviour of a unidirectional wormhole-switched k-ary n-cube with multiple virtual channels. The network cycle
time is defined as the transmission time of a single flit from one router to the next. All nodes generate fixed size
messages (M flits each) with an exponential distribution of inter-arrival time. Destination nodes are determined using
a uniform random number generator. The mean message latency is defined as the mean amount of time from the
generation of a message until the last data flit reaches the destination node.
The Batch mean method [17] has been used to collect simulation output where in each simulation experiment,
a total number of 150,000 messages (divided into 30 batches) are delivered to their destinations. In order to avoid
the distortions due to start-up conditions, the first 10,000 messages were ignored. Along with the mean message
latency, 95% confidence intervals have also been obtained from the simulations. However, due to the commonly small
confidence interval half-widths especially in low and moderate traffic regions, and for clarity of presentation, the
figures presented, like previous studies (for example [2,11,13,14,21–23]), depict only the mean message latency.
Figure 5 depicts the mean message latency results predicted by both models plotted against those provided by
the simulator as a function of the traffic injected in the network for 8-ary 2-cube and 16-ary 2-cube networks. The
horizontal axis in the figures shows the traffic generation rate at each node, while the vertical axis shows the mean
message latency predicted by simulations (referred to as Simulation), Dally’s method (referred to as Dally) and the
new general method (referred to as General). The figures reveal that both models that are based on Dally’s method and
our new general method are in close agreement with simulation results under low traffic. However, as the injection
rate increases, the model based on Dally’s method starts to deviate from the simulation results. Meanwhile, the model
that is based on our new general method continues to match the simulation results as the network approaches the
saturation point. However, some discrepancies are still apparent. These can be accounted for both the approximation
of the service time distribution and the approximation of the variance of the service time distribution [5]. These
approximations greatly simplify the derivation of the model. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the new general
1040 N. Alzeidi et al. / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 74 (2008) 1033–1042Fig. 5. Validation of the new general method and comparison with Dally’s method for 8-ary 2-cube (left) and 16-ary 2-cube (right).
method of calculating the probability of busy virtual channels is, on the one hand, more accurate than Dally’s method
as it matches the simulation results more accurately, and, on the other hand, it can be customise to adopt with different
traffic conditions by using different distributions for the service time.
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The validity and the generality of the new method have been shown in the previous section. However, in the first
instant, it appears that the new general method incurs extra complexity and requires more computation. Nevertheless,
a more insight investigation of the model equations reveals that the added complexity is marginal compared to the gain
in accuracy and generality of the new method. The following tentative complexity analysis shows that the complexity
of the new general method and Dally’s method are indeed of the same order.
Recall that Dally’s method calculates the probability of busy virtual channels using Eqs. (1) and (2). For V virtual
channels, the computation of P Dally0 is of orderO(V ), while the computation of P
Dally
v ; v = 1,2, . . . , V is of order
O(1). On the other hand, the new general method calculates the probability of busy virtual channels using Eq. (5). It
can be seen from Eq. (5) that once we have the inversion of the z-transform in Eq. (6), the computation of P Generalv ;
v = 0,1,2, . . . , V is of orderO(1). It should be mentioned, though, that the exact inversion of the z-transform can
sometimes get complicated and is calculated offline prior to the model implementation. However, when the algorithmic
approach is to be used to invert the z-transform (i.e. when it is difficult to obtain an exact inversion) then the complexity
of the algorithmic approach contributes to the overall complexity of the new general method and should be considered.
In this case, it is difficult to obtain a big O notation of the complexity of the algorithm as the calculation involves
infinite summation in Eq. (13) when calculating ai and hence an iterative approach is adopted with an error bound of
ε = 10−5. In our experiments, and where the algorithmic approach is used to invert the z-transform, we noticed that
the value of ai converges quickly and after at most ten iterations we could not notice any change to the value of ai in
all the experiments that we have conducted. Hence we can conclude that, in almost all cases, the complexity of the
new general model is of the same magnitude as that of Dally’s method even when the algorithmic method is used to
invert the z-transform in Eq. (5).
7. Conclusions
Almost all previous analytical models developed to assess the performance of wormhole-switched networks, em-
ployed a method presented by Dally to calculate the distribution of the number of busy virtual channels. Dally’s
method is accurate only under light traffic and degrades significantly as the traffic increases. In this study, we pro-
posed a new general model to calculate the distribution of the number of busy virtual channels. Our model is based on
an M/G/1 queue instead of a Markov process as opposed to Dally’s method. We showed that Dally’s method can be
derived from our new general method and is equivalent to finding the queue size probability distribution of an M/M/1
queuing system. This explains the accuracy degradation of analytical models based on Dally’s approach especially
under moderate and high traffic. Beside the accuracy that it achieves under low, moderate and high traffic, a main ad-
vantage for our new approach is also the simplicity of adapting it to work with different traffic conditions and network
setups by using different service time distribution. The validity and the accuracy of the model have been demonstrated
by comparing it to Dally’s method as well as to a discrete event simulator. Results show that our model is more accu-
rate than Dally’s especially under moderate and high traffic. Furthermore, the design of the model is general so that it
can be tailored to fit different traffic conditions and network topologies. Since the new method provides more accurate
predictions, we will be using it to study different k-ary n-cube topologies.
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